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Abstract  

Android forensics can be a daunting task without the 

right tools and knowledge. In order to be successful in 

Android forensics one needs to be calm and able to act 

quickly when a chance to gather data arises. This paper 

describes how to forensically analyze an Android 

device, focusing on the “HTC Incredible” phone. 

     

 Introduction  
   

Smart phones are the new trend in mobile 

devices. They are powerful pieces of technology 

wrapped into small packages, capable of tracking the 

communications, locations, and contacts of their users. 

Therefore, they have the potential to contain forensic 

information about a person usable in the courtrooms. 

According to AdMob [2], "Users of the iOS 

and Android platforms regularly spend at least 79 

minutes a day using apps." That means that the average 

user spends over an hour using their phone for 

something other than calling or texting. The applications 

being used have the potential to give the forensic 

analysts a deeper, more personal look into the lives of 

the suspects in question, beyond what has been 

previously available to them when cell phones were 

simply a way to call your contacts on the go. 

With the popularity of the smart phones 

increasing, the importance of researching and perfecting 

methods of forensic analysis of smart phones is 

becoming more and more prominent. As these devices 

become more popular, criminals have more access and 

opportunity to use them for fraudulent activities. Smart 

phones could be used for many criminal activities, such 

as committing email fraud, illegal substance related 

communications, harassment via texting, etc. Since 

smart phones are capable of all this, the data stored on 

them could be a valuable asset to a forensic analyst 

conducting an investigation. Smart phones store a 

variety of useful data about a person just through basic 

information such as call logs, contacts, text messages, 

emails, saved account information, browser history, and 

even chat logs.  

Although smart phones have a lot of personal 

data, it is hard to access. Because of the wide variety of 

devices currently available, all with different hardware 

and software, there is a lack of standardized methods to 

retrieve this data. Companies use vastly different media 

to store the data, different file system structures, and 

different operating systems. Even devices made by the 

same manufacturer could have different USB 

connections as well as different size or type of data 

storage. 

With all the differences in phones, researchers 

are working hard to make smart phone forensics easier. 

As Android’s popularity is growing, people are getting 

more interested in it, allowing room to develop new 

ways to gather forensic data on the multitude of phones 

out there now. 

 

Introduction to the Android OS 

 
The Android operating system was developed 

by the Open Handset Alliance (OHA). The OHA is a 

group of 84 technology and mobile companies with a 

goal to “accelerate innovation in mobile and offer 

consumers a richer, less expensive, and better mobile 

experience.”Error! Reference source not found.  

 

 
Figure 1. Android architecture [3] 

  

 As seen in Figure 1, the applications level ships 

with a set of core applications, such as an email client, 

SMS program, calendar, maps, contacts, and a browser. 

All the applications are written in Java. 

 Below the applications level is the application 

framework. Android provides an open development 
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platform. This gives developers the control to build 

applications that take full advantage of the devices’ 

hardware, such as location information, background 

services, the ability to set alarms, add notifications to the 

status bar, and many more features. Developers are 

given full access to the framework API used by the core 

applications, which is designed to simplify the re-use of 

components.  The services include views, which are 

used to build the GUI of the application. Content 

providers used to enable applications to access data. 

Resource managers used to provide access to graphics 

and layouts. Notification managers are used to enable all 

applications to display alerts, and an activity manager 

which manages the lifecycle of an application. 

 Under the application framework is a set of 

libraries written in C/C++, which are used by many 

components of the Android system. The core libraries 

include a System C Library for embedded Linux-based 

devices, Media Libraries for playback and recording of 

media, a surface manager which provides access to the 

2D and 3D components, a LibWebCore which is the 

modern browser engine for Android, SGL which is the 

2D graphics engine, 3D libraries based on OpenGL for 

use of 3D accelerations and graphics, FreeType for 

bitmap and vector rendering, and SQLite for the 

database needs. 

 The Android runtime includes a set of core 

libraries that provides the functionality in the core 

libraries available to the Java programming language. 

Besides the core libraries, every application that is run is 

executed using the Dalvik virtual machine (VM). The 

Dalvik VM runs applications in its own virtual machine. 

Android applications are compiled into .dex files, which 

are run by the Dalvik VM.  The Dalvik VM relies on the 

Linux Kernel for its functionality and memory 

management. The Linux Kernel version 2.6 provides the 

core system services for Android, including  memory 

management, process management, drivers, network 

stack, and most importantly, security. 

 All of these allow the Android phone to run, 

but as a forensic analyst the most important features of 

an Android are the SQLite databases, which many apps 

use to store their data on the device. Most Android 

phones come with a removable microSD card, which is 

usually formatted in FAT32 and is easily extracted, 

imaged, and examined using traditional forensic tools. 

The Android file system is called Yet Another Flash File 

System 2 (YAFFS2) which was the first file system 

designed specifically for NAND flash memory. 

YAFFS2 allows for larger NAND flash devices.  

 As of October 2011 the latest version of 

Android designed for tables is 4.0 (aka Ice Cream 

Sandwich), and as of May 2011 the newest version for 

smart phones is 2.3.4 (aka Gingerbread).  

 

 

 

Acquiring a Physical Image 
 

The Android operating system is relatively new 

and the forensic analysis of it is just starting to scratch 

the surface. Following the procedures outlined by 

Andrew Hoog in his book Android Forensics[4], and 

RootzWiki [6] along with UnrEVOked [8], capturing an 

image and looking through it for forensic data can be 

done.  

The forensic analysis below was performed on 

an HTC Incredible running Gingerbread (Android 

version 2.3).   Most phones, including the HTC 

Incredible, have more than one type of memory 

installed. In the Incredible there is a Micro SD card 

installed in the phone, as well as a space carved out on 

the internal NAND memory that emulates an SD card, 

and then the phone’s NAND memory itself.  Imaging 

the removable SD card and recovering data from it is the 

easiest part because the phone does not have to be 

modified to do so. Additionally, the card is formatted as 

FAT32, which has been out for long enough that there 

are many programs available to recover data for it. 

The program that will be used to image the SD 

card is AccessData FTK Imager version 3.0.1. The 

process is started by first connecting the phone to the 

computer, ensuring that a write blocker is in place to 

make sure no data is changed on the device. Once the 

phone is connected it will prompt the user to mount the 

SD card to the computer. After the device is connected 

the computer will install the drivers necessary to read 

the SD card; if that doesn’t automatically happen HTC 

has provided drivers for the phone on their website. 

Inside FTK Imager in the File menu, there is an 

“Add Evidence Item” button. Clicking on that will bring 

up a menu to choose a data source and then selecting 

“Physical Drive” and clicking “next” will bring the user 

to a drive selection window. In that window it is up to 

the analyst to choose which disk they want to image. In 

this case it was a 16GB card mounted to 

\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1 as seen in Figure 2. 

file://./PHYSICALDRIVE1
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Figure 2. FTK Source Drive Selection Screen 

 

After opening the image, the image must be 

exported to a file for later use. Clicking on the File 

menu and then Export disk image will allow the forensic 

analyst to do that. In this case the image was exported to 

a raw(dd) file and saved to the examiner’s computer, 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Creating the dd Image 

 

Once the image has finished exporting, be sure 

to keep the hash written down to ensure the image was 

not modified.  A text file is saved with the hash values 

in the same location the image was exported to. The 

hash values can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 
 Figure 4. The hash values 

 

Importance of “Rooting” 
 

 Android stores most of its valuable information 

such as contacts, call logs, databases, text messages and 

other data in its root directory ( / ). In order to get access 

to Android’s root directory, a process called “Rooting” 

must be performed on the device. Rooting a device 

means that the user is given access to the root directory 

and is given permission to preform actions as a root 

user. The process of rooting an Android device came 

about from people who wanted to modify their phones 

beyond the intentions of the designers. When a phone is 

rooted a user can modify any part of the operating 

system on the phone, allowing for increased 

performance, the ability to run custom apps, and even 

the ability to change the OS entirely and install custom 

firmware on the phone. As a forensic analyst the only 

benefit of rooting is to gain access to the root directory. 

 There are many ways to gain root access on a 

phone, and most of them involve 3
rd

 party programs. 

Some phones, such as the Google developer phones, do 

not require 3
rd

 party software to root, but in this case the 

HTC Incredible does, in this case. Rooting the phone 

will change information stored on the phone and will not 

be admissible in court since some data is drastically 

changed. The following will show how to root the phone 

and get data off the phone but, until a method to gain 

root access is created which does not alter the phone in a 

forensically damaging way, this procedure cannot be 

used in a courtroom scenario. 

 

Rooting the HTC Incredible 

 
Rooting the HTC Incredible has become 

streamlined and easy to do. The first step is to download 

the “unrEVOked modified USB driver” and extract it 

from a 3
rd

 party company called unrEVOked. [10] This 

USB driver will allow the Incredible to communicate 

with the computer while it is in recovery mode. To 

install the driver, boot the phone into recovery mode by 
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turning it off, then hold down the volume down button 

and turn it on. Next, plug the phone into the computer 

using a USB cable. Windows will ask for a driver for 

the unknown device, and then simply point it to the 

location where the downloaded and extracted USB 

driver is located. The second step is to download the 

UnrEVOked 3 recovery reflash tool for the Incredible 

[9]. Once the tool is downloaded, run the exe file. The 

tool will then tell you that it is waiting for the device to 

be plugged in and to enable USB debugging on the 

device, and also to make sure HTC sync is NOT 

installed. If HTC sync is installed on the computer, 

uninstall it. Figure 5 shows the unrEVOked UI. 

 

 
  Figure 5. UnrEVOked 3 UI 

 

To enable USB debugging on the device go 

into SettingsApplications  Development and check 

USB Debugging, shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 Figure 6. USB Debugging enabled 

 

Once USB Debugging is enabled and HTC Sync is 

uninstalled UnrEVOked 3 will prompt if it should install 

the custom recovery as well as root the phone. Clicking 

“yes” will start UnrEVOked 3. Do not touch the phone 

while it is rooting; the phone will reboot several times. 

Once the phone is successfully rooted, UnrEVOked 3 

will prompt the user saying “congratulations the phone 

is now rooted”.  Now that the HTC Incredible has been 

successfully rooted, the forensic analyst has access to 

the root directory so the phone can be imaged as well as 

explored logically. 

 

Creating a dd Image 

 
The files system of an Android device is stored 

in a few different places in the directory /dev. Since 

Android doesn’t have a hard drive in it the Linux kernel 

uses an MTD, which allows for the OS to run directly 

on flash memory. On the HTC Incredible there are 7 

files located in /dev/mtd. By running the adb shell with 

the cat command on the file /proc/mtd each mtd file can 

be found along with its name, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
 Figure 7. adb shell cat /proc/mtd 

 
 mtd0 contains miscellaneous information 

 mtd1 contains the recovery image 

 mtd2 contains the boot partition 

 mtd3 contains the system files 

 mtd4 contains the local files 

 mtd5 contains the cache 

 mtd6 contains the user’s data 

 

To image each of the files, the adb shell will need to 

be launched. Once the tool is launched, be sure to run a 

“su” command to give the terminal root rights. The 

terminal’s symbol will change from a “>” to a “#”, 

indicating the user now has root rights. The next step is 

to create an image using the “dd” command as follows: 

dd if=/dev/mtd/mtd0 of =/sdcard/misc.dd bs=4096. This 

will create an image of mtd0 and save it to the SD card 

as misc.dd, using a block size of 4096 bytes. This needs 

to be done for each of the 7 mtd files, [1] shown in 

Figure 8. 
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 Figure 8. Imaging the mtd files 

 

Since the images are saved onto the SD card of 

the device, for forensic purposes there should be a clean 

SD card installed into the phone before executing the 

commands. Once the commands are executed and the 

images are saved to the SD card, the SD card can be 

placed into a write blocker and the contents can be 

analyzed using any forensic software available. 

 

Examining the Images 
 

Now that the phone has been imaged it can be 

analyzed. In this case the phone’s images are going to be 

analyzed using the Ubuntu program scalpel, along with 

Andrew Hoog’s scalpel-Android.conf [11]. To begin, 

scalpel needs to be installed on the Ubuntu machine 

using the command “sudo apt-get install scalpel”, shown 

in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. Installing scalpel  

 

Once scalpel is installed it needs to be run 

along with the scalpel-Android.conf file mentioned 

earlier, and with one of the dd image files. The 

command to run the scalpel tool is “scalpel –c 

~/Desktop/scalpel-Android.conf 

~/Desktop/DDImages/system.dd –o ~/Desktop/system”.  

The command output can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

 
 Figure 10. Running scalpel 

 

After running the scalpel tool for all 7 files, it’s 

time to look through them and analyze what data has 

been recovered. In the output folder that was specified 

for the scalpel tool there are many folders with different 

extensions for folder names. Each of these folders 

contains data based on the folder name. For example, 

folder jpg-2-0 contains picture files with the .jpg 

extension that has been recovered, shown in Figure 11. 

 

 
 Figure 11. scalpel output folder for datadata 

 

 Looking through these folders, each has 

valuable deleted information from the Android device, 

such as databases, pictures, emails, and audio files. 

Looking though the jpg-2-0 folder, there are many 

pictures that were once saved to the phone and then 
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deleted. Some pictures are recovered 100%, while others 

are just corrupted images and some not viewable at all, 

as seen in Figure 12. 

 

 
 Figure 12. Recovered images 

 

 Recovering all the files deleted on the Android 

phone may seem like a simple task compared to finding 

useful forensic data. There were 14810 recovered files 

inside the system.dd image alone. Browsing through all 

that data for forensic information would be a difficult 

task. Logically looking at a device may prove to be 

easier than just looking at deleted files. 

 

Logically examining the Android Device 

 
Performing a physical analysis of the drive 

gives access to a multitude of deleted information; 

however, sometimes it is fragmented and difficult to 

understand. Looking at the device logically will allow 

for entire databases to be searched for valuable forensic 

data. 

Android stores forensically valuable 

information in the /data/data folder. Inside the /data/data 

folder there are many different directories, mostly 

starting with the word “com”. These are all the 

applications installed on the phone, along with any 

dependencies such as databases or configuration files. 

Depending on how the application was created, some 

use a database to store sensitive information such as 

usernames and passwords, as well as other personal 

things like status updates on Facebook, text messages, 

call logs, and so on. Looking in the directory 

/data/data/com.Android.providers.contacts/databases 

there is a SQLite database file called contacts2.db. If 

that file is opened up with a SQLite viewer such as 

SQLiteManager, lots of sensitive information can be 

obtained, such as contacts, email addresses, names, and 

phone numbers, as displayed in Figure 13. 

 

 
 Figure 13. Contacts Information 

  

 Contained in a similar location, 

/data/data/com.Android.providers.telephony/databases, 

there is a file called mmssms.db, which contains every 

single text message sent and received on the device, 

along with the phone number of who sent the message 

date the message was sent. This section can contain 

huge amounts of data for a forensic analyst, shown in 

Figure 14.  

 

 

 
 Figure 14. Text Messages 

 

Android doesn’t just store the information a 

user would know about, such as texts, contacts, or call 

logs. There is information most users wouldn’t even 

think existed on the device, such as the places they 

visited on the device using the GPS. This could provide 

solid evidence of where a user was at a certain hour of 

the day, just based off their Android device. In the 

folder 

/data/data/com.google.Android.apps.maps/databases, 

information entered into Google maps and used for 
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navigation is stored in the database 

local_active_places.db, shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
 Figure 15. Last navigated locations 

 

 Some applications, such as Meebo, an instant 

messaging application, allow the user to save their 

passwords. Shockingly, most of the time the saved 

passwords are stored in plain text, in the 

/data/data/com.meebo/databases folder; the accounts.db 

database actually stores the password in clear text, 

clearly seen in Figure 16. 

 

 
 Figure 16. Meebo saved passwords 

 

The database files can store information not 

only about the suspect, but also people the suspect has 

interacted with. If the suspect has logged into Facebook, 

every single one of their contacts is stored in the 

database along with all the information Facebook has to 

offer about them, such as their name, phone number, 

address, email account, and birthday, shown in Figure 

17. 

 

 
 Figure 17. Facebook Data 

 

Database data is not the only thing stored in the 

/data/data folders. Some applications, such as Google 

Voice, will save the most recent voicemails into one of 

the subfolders so the user has access to them without an 

internet connection. 

Inside the folder 

/data/data/com.google.Android.apps.googlevoice/files is 

a copy of all the recently played voicemails in .mp3 

format. It is hard to figure out who left the voice mail 

because all the files have encrypted titles, but the 

information inside the .mp3 could be very useful since it 

can be analyzed to match a suspect’s voice, as shown in 

Figure 18. 

 

 
 Figure 18. Voice mails 

 

Having root access allows for all this sensitive 

data to be visible. Without it there is not much that can 

be done with the device unless it is powered on and 

there is no password on it, allowing the forensic analyst 

to browse about the phone as he or she pleases. 
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Conclusion 
 

Cell phones have become an integral part in the 

way users communicate and interact with the world 

around them, their uses expanding far beyond their basic 

functions as telephones.  As the variety of tasks they are 

used for continues to grow, so will their usefulness in 

court rooms, allowing personal and possibly vital 

information to be collected about a suspect. 

The data that has been viewed in this 

experiment, for example, could reveal where a suspect  

has been and who they have talked to, and even 

information about their friends. Looking deeper, more 

data relating to what the suspect has searched for online 

and other information can be found in the database files 

in the /data/data folders. 

The field of Android forensics is still in 

development but once the procedure to root a phone and 

gather all of its data can be performed in a forensically 

secure way, it will prove to be a valuable tool in the 

courtrooms. 
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